Spring 2018

Course Preview: DM 842 Evangelicalism and the Dynamics of Power
by
Dr. David Barbee
The intent for this course is to assist students in developing a broader awareness of and sensitivity toward societal structures that hinder disenfranchised
members within society. To begin, we will look at the biblical witness to develop a scriptural-based notion of justice as it pertains to horizontal relationships within human community. Then, we will turn to history to examine how
individuals have carried out acts of religiously inspired social justice.
The bulk of the course will be devoted to a consideration of three particularly
divisive matters in contemporary society: race, gender, and economics. On
each day of class, students will think deeply about how this troika affects how
society functions, how we interact with each other, and how we understand
personhood. Of course, the heart of the course is in practice. What does it
mean that Scripture says we are all made in the image of God, but there are
different races? What bearing does “imageness” have upon a notion of gender? What is the church’s responsibility (and my own responsibility) in regard
to the impoverished?

Dr. David Barbee

DMin Program
Purpose
1– Personal growth
and resilience that
is augmented by
emotional and
spiritual health.
2-Professional
development in
specific areas of
ministry research.

This will be a thought provoking course as we reflect deeply upon the many
problems within our society, but also a transformative class insofar as we will
consider what it means to be agents of reconciliation within a frequently unjust world.

Doctor of Ministry Financial Aid
Doctoral students at Winebrenner who are US citizens have been approved to receive
Federal Direct Loans. A graduate student who is a United States citizen or permanent
resident can borrow up to $20,500 per year. Interest begins to accrue immediately and
the student is responsible for interest payments while in school, but students are not
required to begin repayment of the loan until six months after graduation. Payment
may begin prematurely, if the doctoral student drops below half-time status. The interest rate for an unsubsidized Federal Direct Loan is variable and capped at 8.25%. Contact Financial Aid Coordinator (financialaid@winebrenner.edu) for more information.
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DM 800 Spiritual Formation:
Post-Seminar Reflections by Dr. M. John Nissley
Exploring new spiritual practices during a weeklong course that included presenting a personal
case study was a meaningful encounter as the
Lord revealed new insights for each student to
explore new spiritual development practices
and routines. Each class session included opportunities to experience new types of worship
and formation experiences. Silence, journaling,
and meditative music with Taize and Gregorian
Chant appeared to be most impactful for students as they desire a quiet space and place in
their lives to meet with God.
The conclusion to the course was a “40-Day in Desert
Retreat” with Adele Ahlberg Calhoun’s guide to spiritual
development in her text, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook.
The “desert” is the place where one is alone with God
listening to the small, still, quiet voice that is difficult to
hear in a crowd, in a text, or in the frenetic pace of
modern life. It was a blessing to review the insights and
reflections from the doctoral students as they encountered God in new ways in the midst of their life!

Agnus Dei
”Worthy is the Lamb that was slaughtered to
receive power and wealth and wisdom and might
and honor and glory and blessing!”
(Revelation 5:12b, NRSV)
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Dr. Pat Snelling
2015 DMin Graduate
F. B. Meyer once said, “I used to think that
God’s gifts were on shelves one above the other, and that the taller we grew in Christian
character the easier we could reach them. I
now find that God’s gifts are on shelves one
beneath the other. It’s not a question of growing taller but stooping lower, that we have to
go down, always down, to get His best gifts.”

Dr. Pat Snelling

I try to live from this premise: A life of humility
and servanthood. I currently serve as the General Overseer (Associate Pastor) of the Friendship Baptist Church, Toledo, Ohio, under the
direction of Bishop Duane C. Tisdale. My responsibilities include but not limited to, training and managing Ministerial Staff (46 people),

helping to shepherd a membership of
1000+, troubleshooting, and being 2nd in
command. My primary duty: making my
pastor’s job as easy as possible, so he can
focus on preaching and teaching. I would
like to return to teaching at the collegiate
or seminary level.
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(Dr. Pat Snelling continued)
One of the ventures my church is presently involved
with is building a 70-unit senior citizen housing complex, Valley Bridge. This complex is being built on our
church property. This is another way of serving our
community. Look at the manifestation of God. Those
things we prayed for in the spiritual realm are being
seen in the physical realm.
God is now sending me into a very uncomfortable
arena—authorship. I am currently writing a book entitled “Destiny After Devastation”. My prayer is that
every reader will be encouraged. While on this journey, there are going to be circumstances that devastate us but God is pushing us to a new level in Him
and toward our new destiny. There is hope in Jesus.
Jeremiah 29:11 ““For I know the plans I have for you,
declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and not harm
you, plans to give you hope and a future.”
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“Embracing Change and Transitions”
Dr. Daniel R. Pritt
2016 DMin Graduate
When people hear the word “change,” they immediately think of something that is constant and often difficult to accommodate. Due to its diverse nature, change could be better defined as “ongoing.” It is anything
but constant, however, the “transitions” (how people deal with it) is the hard part. When incurred, such transitions can either create havoc or usher in the best of times.
The latter is where I find myself at this point in life upon completing a DMin at WTS (Winebrenner Theological Seminary). Such a journey was transformative in what it did for me; during what may have been the most
difficult and emotional time period of my entire life.
Due to the economic down turn in 2008-2009 (now, almost a full decade ago) and the ensuing slow recovery,
my wife and I were eventually forced to close a very profitable design-build sports business. A major client
filed bankruptcy (2013) that included a large receivable monies that his business owed our company, which
in the end were never recovered. This issue along with some other changes (the passing of several family
members in consecutive years) created a cascading effect of one transition after another. This led to a period
of deep despair, hardship, and resentment, which also created overwhelming uncertainty and angst for us.
During the dissertation quest and upon completing it (Adaptive Outreach: 2016), God revealed himself and
opened many doors that eventually rekindled our hope. Because of the changes incurred, I’m now in a place
of service that draws upon every experience and insight that occurred during the special times of learning,
transition, and spiritual growth.
As the founder and director of CSi-Community Service Institute, my role (calling) is to train others in wellbeing and the process of becoming the “best version of one’s self” (Kelly, 2006 and 2017). Helping people to
develop their vocational talents, soft skills, and life competencies, while offering hope and encouragement is
truly rewarding. This occurs in a market-place ministry context, where individuals and organizations are empowered to discover their God-given potential in life as they overcome adversities, which transitions are perceived to generate.
Over the last few years, I’ve been blessed to instruct and coach many individuals, leaders, and business clients in: self-awareness/acceptance, communications, customer service, grief counselling, drug rehabilitation,
strategic planning/execution, emotional intelligence, sales and marketing, relationships, time management,
and yet most important: God’s good news of love, mercy, and restoration. I’m having the time of my life. My
wife and I have been fully restored. It took a process to finally realize how God had intended me to fully convey his grace. The challenges experienced set the stage to pursue and embrace such a missional adventure as
this.
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(“Embracing Change and Transitions” continued)
Invest your resources to explore (extend one’s self; outreach), reflect, and accept the incredible spiritual being God created you to be and to discover. Develop your God-given potential and talents that are within. Use
your time to finally realize, it takes a life filled full of “changes and transitions” to reveal what God intended
for you to savor. The process at times may be difficult and uncomfortable, however, the results and blessings
will surpass a lifetime of enjoyment.

Adaptive Outreach Training Workshops

Pictured above from left to right: Dr. D. R. Pritt, Joel Stager, Bill DeWitt, Shirray Burnside, Jeff Tilden, Laura
Smith, Rob Woolley, Marissa Defalco, Allison Cupp, and Nick Rubel.
Associates at Pinnacle welcome the opportunity to participate in the newly established Well-being Initiative.
Employees have scheduled their awareness, communication, and engagement training sessions well into
2019. When fully implemented, a total of 150+ employees would have attended and trained during each 9week discovery lab learning workshops to be held. The culture of the company is being transformed one person at a time as individuals seek to fulfill their God-given potential in life. The above team photo represents
the most recent group who have embraced their adaptive journey.
An Outstanding Pinnacle Associate: Sarah Ybanez’, a mother of three (pictured left), uses
a stranded rope to illustrate how leaders can develop the strength, courage, and resilience to grasp the rope of truth and understanding in order to lead effectively.
Note: The training sessions use interactive object lessons to help sharpen vocational,
soft, and life skills when it comes to serving and valuing others. Observation, reflection,
and dialogue are essential elements (tool sets) for cultivating self-awareness and navigating one’s quest to learn more about what matters most, Godly principles, and the
abundant life.
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(“Embracing Change and Transitions” continued)

Pictured above from left to right: Butch Goris, Neil Newminster, Kori Dubose, Jennifer Dotson, Jason Leo, Greg Kreamer,
Freddie Caudill (employees of Pinnacle Plastic Products), and Dr.
D. R. Pritt, executive director of CSi-Community Service Institute,
Findlay, OH.

Another group completed their Spring
well-being and awareness training. One
unique aspect of the well-being initiative
is that biblical stories are used and retold
during the training sessions along with
other life lesson stories. Workers explore
sense-making and the realization process
of becoming the best version of themselves. People view their participation as
an extension of their settings regarding
the content and methods of training introduced. It is all about common everyday experiences, applications, and cultivating mutual trust, whether at work,
home, or on the go.

A day to remember: Participants are rewarded for their effort
and levels of achievement. Celebration of their full engagement is
a rite of passage for those who are willing to learn.
Note: The Well-being process retains a 9-10 NPS (Net Promoter
Score) by those who attend. 95% highly recommend the workshops and affirm that their participation increased their overall
quality of life, self-awareness, and well-being.

Photo, from left to right: Employee, John Breon, ICC/inventory control,
Todd Overly, Plant/Operation’s Manager, and Dr. D. R. Pritt, CSi Educator,
Note: All persons pictured provided authorization to use their likeness and/or story in any publication or
media presentation showcasing the training they received.
CSi/D. R. Pritt © 2018
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Program Foundations:
 Program is designed for persons holding the
Master of Divinity (MDiv) degree or its
equivalent and are engaged in Christian
ministry.


Practical focus is intentionally formatted to
increase professional ministry competency.



Ministry practitioners are equipped for
advanced levels of theological reflection and
praxis of leadership, missiology, biblical
theology, and worship.



Spiritual formation emphasis fosters personal
development to become more like Christ,
which impacts all dimensions of one’s journey
and service to others.



Four-year in-service degree, the DMin permits
students to complete the program while
remaining in full-time ministry.



Professional and personal development (16
credits) plus research and writing the doctoral
project (16 credits) comprise the curriculum.

Program Distinctive: Doctoral students launch
their research project from the very beginning of
the program in order to integrate new insights
from seminars and cohort class sessions during
the entire 4-year study process.

The Back Pew

by

Jeff Larson

Doctor of Ministry
Director

Program Components:
1) Intensive One-Week Seminars—January & July
2) Individual Self-directed Learning—Before and
after each intensive seminar
3) Community Peer Learning—Cohort learning
experience
4) Doctoral Research Project—Research focus is
determined by the doctoral student’s ministry
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Rev. Dr. M. John Nissley has
served for 18 years as the
Professor of Spiritual Formation & Pastoral Theology
at
Winebrenner Theological
Seminary.
Since 2008, he has served
as the Doctor of Ministry
Director.

Contact Dr. John Nissley
(419) 434-4247 or
(800) 992-4987, ext. 4247
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